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AUTOMORPHISMS OF SPACES WITH
FINITE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP

GEORGIA TRIANTAFILLOU

Abstract. Let X be a finite CW-complex with finite fundamental group. We

show that the group aut(-Y) of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences

of X is commensurable to an arithmetic group. If in addition X is an oriented

manifold then the subgroup aut,(X") of homotopy classes of tangential homo-

topy equivalences is commensurable to an arithmetic group. Moreover if X is a

smooth manifold of dimension >5 then the subgroup diff(X") of aut(X") the

elements of which are represented by diffeomorphisms is also commensurable

to an arithmetic group.

1. Introduction

Let X be a CW-complex with finite fundamental group. We further assume

that X is either a finite CW-complex or a complex whose homotopy groups are

finitely generated and vanish beyond a certain dimension. In this note we study

homotopy classes of automorphisms of such spaces X which preserve various

kinds of additional structures on X . We show that certain groups of homotopy

classes of automorphisms are commensurable to arithmetic groups.

Arithmetic groups have nice properties. By a result of Borel and Harish-

Chandra [BH] arithmetic groups are finitely presented. In fact arithmetic groups

are groups of finite type by a result of Borel and Serre [BS]. By definition a group

G is of finite type if its classifying space BG is homotopy equivalent to a CW-

complex with finitely many cells in each dimension. Being of finite type for a

group implies and in fact is much stronger than finite presentation. Two groups

are said to be commensurable if there is a finite sequence of homomorphisms

between them which have finite kernels and images of finite index.

Theorem 1. The group aut(X) of homotopy classes of self-homotopy equivalences

of a finite CW-complex X with finite fundamental group is commensurable to

an arithmetic group.

The above result is also true if X has finite fundamental group and finitely

generated higher homotopy groups which vanish beyond a certain dimension.

Theorem 1 generalizes a result of [Wi] for the simply connected case and in-

dependently of [S] for the nilpotent case.   It has been shown by [DDK] that
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aut(X) is of finite type for virtually nilpotent spaces including spaces with fi-

nite fundamental group. The full strength of arithmeticity of aut(X) above

is needed to prove the following result. We note here that the properties of

being of finite type, finitely presented, finitely generated or arithmetic are not

in general inherited by subgroups.
Let M be a smooth oriented manifold with finite fundamental group and let

aut,(Af) ç aut(Af)

be the subgroup the elements of which are represented by maps / which pre-

serve the orientation of M and the tangent bundle, i.e.,

f*(T(M)) = T(M).

These maps are called tangential homotopy equivalences.

Theorem 2. The group autt(M) of homotopy classes of tangential self-homotopy

equivalences of an oriented manifold M with finite fundamental group is com-

mensurable to an arithmetic group.

Let diff(Af) be the subgroup of a\xtt(M) the elements of which are repre-

sented by diffeomorphisms.

Theorem 3. Let M be a smooth closed oriented manifold of dimension > 5

which has finite fundamental group. Then the group of homotopy classes of ori-

entation preserving diffeomorphisms diff(M) is commensurable to an arithmetic

group.

In the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2 we employ minimal model techniques

in the equivariant context and certain facts from the theory of algebraic and

arithmetic groups. In the presence of a finite fundamental group we work with

the minimal model in the sense of Sullivan of the universal cover of M, where

the model is now equipped with an action of nx(X).

In the proof of Theorem 3 we apply surgery techniques and the Atiyah-Singer

G-signature theorem to relate the group of tangential homotopy equivalences to

the group diff M of homotopy classes of diffeomorphisms. Out of this com-

parison follows in particular

Theorem 4. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3 the group of homotopy

classes of tangential simple self-homotopy equivalences autf(M) is commensu-

rable to an arithmetic group.

Remark. The PL and Top versions of Theorem 3 are also true. All arguments

carry over to these categories by using the appropriate versions of the surgery

exact sequence and the PL and Top versions of the Atiyah-Singer G-signature

theorem [W] Theorem 13B.1 and Theorem 14B.2 respectively.

An announcement of the results of this paper appeared in the Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society [T3].

This research was partially supported by a summer research grant from Tem-

ple University. I would also like to thank the University of Chicago for its

hospitality while part of this work was done.

.
2. Tangential homotopy equivalences

Let X be a CW-complex with finite nx(X) which we denote with n for

brevity. We consider the universal cover X with the action of n . Given any
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simply connected CW-complex Y let A(Y) be the piecewise linear de Rham

complex of polynomial forms over Q as in [S]. We recall that the minimal

model -# of Y is a free minimal differential graded commutative algebra over

Q which can be mapped into A(Y) via a cohomology isomorphism

p :Ji —y A(Y).

The minimal model has a natural filtration of subalgebras

Q C ,.Jf (/i) C Jt{n + 1)... CJt,

where Jf(n) is the subalgebra generated by elements of degree less or equal to

n. The subalgebra Jf(n+l) is constructed from Jl(n) by adjoining generators

of degree n+l , i.e., Jf(n+l) is the tensor product of J£(ri) with an exterior or

polynomial algebra generated by a vector space Vn+X of degree n + 1 depending

on the parity of n + 1 .
If the space Y is equipped with the action of a finite group n then the

minimal model J? can be provided with an action of n and the map p can

be constructed to be 7r-equivariant. Moreover this n-minimal model is unique

up to equivariant isomorphism [Tl]. This is due to the fact that the group

ring Q(n) is semisimple when n is finite and therefore all lifting and splitting

properties of the usual linear maps of vector spaces over Q carry over to the

^-equivariant case. In the inductive construction of J? the subalgebras Ji(ri)

and the vector spaces Vn+X can be chosen to have a n-action.

The ^-minimal model provides the connection with algebraic groups as stated

in the following theorem. First we give the notion of homotopy in this algebraic

context. Let /', g : sí —> 3§ be two equivariant maps between two 7r-dga's

and let A(r, dt) be the free acyclic dga generated by the element t of degree

0 and its differential dt.

Definition 5. The maps / and g are equivariantly homotopic if there is a n-

equivariant map
F :sf ^& ®A(t,dt)

such that the projections for / = 0 and t = 1 are equal to / and g respectively.

It is shown in [Tl] that 7r-homotopy has the same lifting and extension prop-

erties as the usual homotopy for dga's. In particular it is an equivalence relation

if sf is a free dga.
Let Aut(-#) be the group of automorphisms of J£ and let Aut(^f )" be

the subgroup of ^-equivariant automorphisms. We denote with awt(J?)n the

group of n-homotopy classes of 7r-automorphisms of ^#. We will show the

following:

Theorem 6. (i) The group aut(^#)^ is an algebraic matrix group over Q.

(ii) The group a\\t(Ji)n acts algebraically on the equivariant cohomology of

J? with any coefficients.

The case when n is trivial is due to Sullivan [S]. The equivariant case follows

along similar lines. Before we give the proof we recall some definitions and facts

about algebraic and arithmetic groups from [BH].

Let V be an «-dimensional rational vector space and let GL(V) denote

the group of linear automorphisms of V. Consider the elements of GL(V) as

matrices with entries in Q.
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Definition 7. A group K ç GL(V) is called a linear algebraic group over Q or

an algebraic matrix group over Q if it is the annihilator of a set of polynomials

on the entries with rational coefficients.

Definition 8. A group homomorphism / : G —» G' between two linear algebraic

groups is said to be algebraic if the entries of f(g) are polynomial functions

of the entries of g eG.

Definition 9. Let L be a lattice in V, i.e., a finitely generated subgroup of

maximal rank and let Kl be the subgroup of elements g c K such that g(L) —

L. Then Kl is said to be an arithmetic subgroup of K.

A different choice of lattice L' leads to a commensurable subgroup KL<,

i.e., Kl n Kl' is a subgroup of finite index in both Kl and K^ ■ Thus the
commensurability class of the arithmetic subgroups of an algebraic group is an

invariant of the algebraic group.

The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the following proposition.

Proposition 10. Let J£ be a minimal simply connected algebra with an action

of a finite group n and let f:J£^J£ be an equivariant isomorphism. Then f

is equivariantly n-homotopic to the identity if and only if there is an equivariant

derivation i :J[ —► j# of degree -1 such that

f = exp(rf/ + id) = / + (di + id) + (l/2)(di + id)2 + ....

Moreover if H is a homotopy between f and the identity e, then i can be

chosen in such a fashion that the homotopy H' induced by i and the given

homotopy H are homotopic by a homotopy F such that F\t=x = / and F\t=o —

e.

Remark. The existing proof in the literature [H] of the existence of i for the

nonequivariant case is rather roundabout as it involves passing to an alternative

definition of homotopy of maps of dga's. Although it can be easily adapted to

the equivariant case we will follow here a different approach which keeps track

of the way i depends on a given homotopy between / and the identity. The

explicit construction of F along with its boundary conditions turns out to be

advantageous in many cases where one notion of homotopy works better than

the other. This will become apparent in a subsequent paper of ours where we

study the group of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of a manifold, and where

the constructions on the minimal model level have to reflect geometric construc-

tions which are more refined than homotopy constructions. Thus Proposition

10 for trivial n complements the literature for the simply connected case as

well.

Proof. First we recall from the nonequivariant case that if i exists and has the

stated properties then i induces a homotopy between / and e as follows. Let

i' : Jl <8 Q(t ,dt)->Jf® Q(t, dt)

be the induced derivation, where i'(x) — ti(x) on generators of J? and i'(t) =

0. Then
//' = / o exp(di' + i'd)

is the induced homotopy, where / : J? —» JÜ ® Q(f, dt) is the inclusion. This

makes perfect sense equivariantly.
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Let H : JÍ —> JÏ ® Q(/, dt) be a homotopy between a map / and the
identity which we denote e . Since / is nilpotent the expression

D = Y^(-\)«-\\ln){f-e)»

makes sense and therefore / can be written / = exp(D). In order to find i

such that D = di + id we proceed inductively over the minimal subalgebras

Jt{n). On ^#(2), which consists entirely of cocycles, Dx = 0.

Assume inductively that i is defined on ¿€(n) such that the homotopies

H\jr(n) and H' = / o exp(di' + i'd) are homotopic by a homotopy

F :Jt -> Jf ®Q(t,dt,s, ds).

Moreover assume that

F|k.'i*j/   and   r\t=0 = e,

i.e., they are both independent of the variable 5.

Now define i(x) on generators of degree n + 1 by the formula

i(x) = -A-     (i'd(x) + (l/2\)(i'd)2(x) + ... + (l/nl)(i'd)k)
Jo

+ (   f F(dx)+ f H(x).
Jo Jo Jo

Here A is the unique element defined by the formula

dA = (id(x) + (l/2\)(di + id)2(x) + ...) - (id(x) + (l/2\)(id)2(x) + ...),

where all terms which are not coboundaries are canceled by opposite signs.

Averaging i on the generators by the action of n and extending it by the

product formula provides an equivariant map. Also define

i'(x) = i/'(x)

and
H'(x) = exp(tí?/' + i'd)(x).

We recall that the operation /0' on ^# ® Q(t, dt) is defined by J0'a®tk = 0

and
rfk+la®tkdt = (-l)de*aa®T—r,

/C+ 1

for a cJP . It satisfies the basic formula

db
to Jo

for b e J£ ® Q(t, dt). It is a straightforward but tedious exercise to check that

f(x) = exp(di + id), and H'(dx) = dH'(x). Here one uses the formulas

-1 /■!

b\t=l - b\t=Q = d [ b+ [
Jo        Jo

f(x) - x = f H(dx) + d f H(x)
Jo Jo

[ H'(dx) - [ H(dx) = Í d f F(dx)
Jo Jo Jo     Jo

and, similarly,

■

-d [   [ F(dx)+ j F(dx)\t=x - [ F(dx)\l=0 = -d í   f F(dx).
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo
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We note that we have the freedom of changing the value i(x) on the new

generators of degree n + 1 by a cocycle since such a change leaves f(x) —

exp(di + id)(x) invariant and changes H'(x) only by a coboundary. We will

choose this cocycle appropriately so that the extension of the homotopy F

satisfies the necessary boundary properties. We extend the homotopy F by the

usual obstruction theory. Namely the obstruction

fx
cf = H'(x)-H(x)-      F(dx),

Jo

being a cocycle which projects to 0 for t = 0 and t = 1  respectively, is a

coboundary, say,  dv.   Moreover v  can be chosen to project also to 0 for

/ = 0. However there may not be any v satisfying in addition v\t=x — 0. The

condition on the obstruction c? for that to happen is

/ (H'(x) - H(x) - f F(dx)) = du
Jo Jo

for some u c J£ . If this last integral is a cocycle c we have to change H'(x)

(by changing i(x) ) in such a way that the integral becomes a coboundary. By

computation we get

I
i i i
H'(x) = (i(x) + Uid)i(x) + ... + -f-(id)k-xi(x)) + dw

lo 2K    "  '. kV

for some w which does not depend on i(x). We see clearly that by changing

i(x) to i(x) - c, the new H'(x) satisfies the required condition

rx rx cx ix
j   H'(x) - /   H(x) - F(dx) m du.
Jo Jo Jo Jo

This guarantees that v can be chosen to vanish when projected to t = 0 and

t = \ . Namely take

v = [ (H'(x) - H(x) - i-F(dx)) - d(tu).
Jo Jo

Now define

F(x) = H(x) + [ F(dx) + d(v ® s).
Jo

We can verify F(x)\t=x = f(x) and F(x)\t=o = x as required by the induction
hypothesis. This completes the proof of the proposition.

Proof of Theorem 6. (i) We first observe that the group of automorphisms

Aut(^#) is an algebraic group and the group of equivariant automorphisms

Aut(^)71 is an algebraic subgroup satisfying a finite number of additional lin-

ear equations. We denote with aut(^#)rt the quotient of the latter group with

the group A of ^-automorphisms which are equivariantly homotopic to the

identity. As in the nonequivariant case [S], the way to show that this quotient

is an algebraic group is to show that the subgroup A is the image under exp

of a nilpotent Lie algebra. This is done by Proposition 10 and the fact that the

equivariant derivations of the form di + id form such a Lie algebra.

(ii) In order to show that aut(^#)„  acts algebraically on the cohomology

H*(Ji) = H we have to show that the map

aut^)* -* Aut(H)n
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is an algebraic map. It is easy to see that the map

Au«,*)* - Aut(tf )'

is algebraic by restricting the automorphisms to the subspace of cocycles and

then taking quotients. Both operations are algebraic. On the other hand we

know that the map

AutO^f)* -» aut(.#),r

is algebraic as we argued above. By a theorem in algebraic groups [Hu] the

factorization aut(^)„ -» Aut(H)n is also algebraic. This completes the proof

of Theorem 6.

In general there are many 7r-CW-complexes which are not ^-homotopy equiv-

alent rationally but have the same ^-minimal model. However when we restrict

to free 7r-actions on simply connected spaces this correspondence is one-to-one
[BSz].

More precisely we fix a map p : X -» Bn which induces an isomorphism

on 7ix(), where Bn is the classifying space of %, and we convert p into a

fibration p' : X' —> Bn in the usual functorial way. Since there is a canonical

homotopy equivalence i : X —► X1 such that p' o i = p we will not distinguish

between X and X' in the sequel using the fibration or CW-complex properties

depending on the context. By abuse of terminology we will also identify p with

p'. Let X be the universal cover of X. Similarly as above we can consider X

as a CW-complex or as the homotopy equivalent space defined to be the fiber

product in the diagram
X   ^    En

1 1
X    —►    Bn .

Since X is simply connected one can construct its rationalization Xq with a

free n-action in such a fashion that the fibration p factors through a fibration

Po : Xo —y En . We denote with Xo the quotient space Xo/n .
Throughout this paper we follow the convention that Aut denotes actual

automorphisms of a space or an algebra whereas aut denotes homotopy classes

of such automorphisms. In particular Aut (A") denotes the monoid of self-

homotopy equivalences of X and aut(X) the group of homotopy classes of

self-homotopy equivalences. The subscript * indicates base point preserving

automorphisms.

Let aut*(X)s* be the group of base point preserving homotopy classes of

homotopy equivalences of X over Bn , i.e., maps and homotopies which cover

the identity on Bn . Similarly let ant,(X)En be the group of equivariant homo-

topy classes of base point preserving equivariant homotopy equivalences of X

over En . We observe that these two groups are isomorphic. On the other hand

let aut(^#)* be the group of equivariant homotopy classes of ^-isomorphisms

of the n- minimal model ,# of X. It can be easily deduced from [BSz] that

auU(Xo)£n=aut(^)„.

Theorem 11. The group aut*(X)£n is commensurable to an arithmetic subgroup

of the group aut(^)„ .
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Proof. We consider the Postnikov decomposition of X over En, where all

maps Xn+X —> X„ are equivariant inclusions. As a result the induced maps of

the de Rham algebras are surjective and this enables the construction of the min-

imal model of X as the union of the models of the X„ 's via the commutative

diagrams
J?(ri)    —►   Jf(n + \)

A(Xn)    -r*    A(Xn+x).

The proof of arithmeticity works exactly as in the nonequivariant case by in-

duction over the Postnikov terms X„. We assume inductively that aut,(X„)En

is commensurable to an arithmetic subgroup of aut(^(n))n , starting with the

fact that Q with the trivial 7r-action is the equivariant minimal model of A(En)

if n is finite [BSz]. More precisely we assume that for every arithmetic sub-

group r of a\xt(^(n))n the intersection Ynr(auU(Xn)E7!) has finite index in

T and r(auU(X„)En) respectively. Here

r : a\xU(Xn)En -> aut(^€(n))n

is defined as in the nonequivariant case by lifting maps of spaces to maps of

the de Rham algebras and then to maps of the minimal models.

We have a commutative diagram of groups

auU(Xn+x)En      -^     auU(Xn)EnxAut(nn+x(X))n

aut(^f(n+ 1))*    -^   aut(J?(n))n x Aut(Qn+xJ?)K ,

where QJ? is the space of indécomposables of JÜ, i.e., J? is divided out by

the subspace of decomposable elements. We note that /n is a map of algebraic

groups. We specify the kernel and image of the map / and the map I0 .

The group auU(Xn)En x Aut(nn+x(X))n acts on the equivariant cohomology

group H£+2(Xn ; nn+x(X)) by acting on X„ and on the coefficients nn+x(X),

and the image of / coincides with the isotropy group of the /c-invariant. Sim-

ilarly im(/o) is the isotropy group of the rational /c-invariant under the action

of aut(^T(«))„ x Aut«2n+i(.#))* on H£+2(jr(n); Qn+X). By Theorem 6 this
action is algebraic and therefore the isotropy group im(/n) is an algebraic sub-

group of aut(y£(n))n x A\xt(Qn+x(^))n . Moreover im(7) is commensurable to

an arithmetic subgroup of im(/n) (cf. [B], p. 97).

The kernel of I can be computed by obstruction theory. Let prx denote the

projection into the first factor. First we recall that the kernel of the map

prx o I : a\iU(Xn+x)En -> auU(X„)En

is an orbit of the action of H%+x(Xn+x ; nn+x(X)) on aut(X„+]), i.e., it is a

quotient of H^x(Xn+x; nn+x(X)).

The additional condition that the elements of ker/ induce the identity on

nn+x(X) identifies ker/ as a quotient of the kernel of the map

S : K+x(Xn+x ; nn+x) - H^2(Xn,X„+x ; nn+x).
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We observe here that the latter group is just Hom(nn+x(X))K . By the long exact

cohomology sequence the kernel of ô is H%+X(X„ ; nn+x(X)). We conclude that

ker/ is a quotient of H%+x(Xn ; nn+x(X)). Moreover one can verify by using

obstruction theory that ker/ is an abelian subgroup of auU(Xn+x)En and that

this group structure coincides with the group structure of the above cohomology

group. Similarly ker/n can be identified with a quotient of H£+X(^(n) ; Qn+X)

and ker/ is commensurable with a lattice in ker /n , i.e., with a finitely generated

subgroup of ker /n of maximal rank.

We consider the following commutative diagram of short exact sequences,

where the lower sequence is a sequence of algebraic groups and algebraic maps.

0   —►    ker/    —y     auU(Xn+x)En      —>    im/    —►     1

0   —y   ker lo   —►   aut(,#(« + 1))„    —►   im/0    —►    1 .

It is obvious that the middle vertical map r has finite kernel since the kernels

of the left- and right-hand side maps r' and r" are torsion.

Now let r, be any arithmetic subgroup of mt(J?(i))K for i — n or i = n+l.

Then the group P = r'(ker/)nr„+i is an arithmetic subgroup of ker/o , i.e., it

is a lattice in the vector space ker /n . Let r(yt) be the isotropy group of the k-

invariant under the action of T„ x Aut(nn+x)7C on the cohomology above. Since

the action is algebraic the isotropy group is arithmetic. The map

Z0 : aut(Jf(n + l))K -» im/0

is a surjective algebraic map and therefore the image Io(Tn+x) in im/o is com-

mensurable to r(/t) [BH].

Denote P' = /0(r„+i)nrw and Y s (I0\Tn+x)-x(T"). We have a short
exact sequence of groups

o -► r >—r ■-» v -> i,
each of which is a subgroup of finite index of an arithmetic subgroup in the cor-

responding algebraic group in the diagram above. Now the subgroups r"(im/)

and T" of im/o are commensurable since by the inductive assumption

auU(Xn)En and T„ and therefore im/ and T^ are commensurable. By a

straightforward diagram chase involving the three exact sequences above we

can show that aut*(X„+i)£* and T and therefore auU(Xn+x)En and r„+i are

commensurable. This completes the inductive step of the proof.

For finite complexes X we observe that

auU(X)En = axxt,(Xn)En

for n sufficiently large.

A similar explicit argument has been given in [T2] for the equivariant case

when the group action has fixed points.

Proposition 12. The group aut(X) is commensurable to auU(X)En.

Proof. First we note that a\it(X) is commensurable to aut.(A') of homotopy

classes of base point preserving self-homotopy equivalences as can be seen from

the fibration
Aut,(JT) — Aut(X) - X
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and the long exact sequence of homotopy. In particular looking at the 7Co level,

we get that

auU(X) -+ aut(X)

is surjective and it has finite kernel. Next we observe that auU(X) is com-

mensurable to its subgroup auU(X)n , where the latter contains the maps which

induce the identity on nx(X) = n, because their quotient is a subgroup of

Aut(7r) and therefore it is finite.

The group auU(X)n can be considered as the group of homotopy classes of

self-homotopy equivalences which cover the map

p:X^Bn

up to homotopy, whereas auU(X)ßn is the group of homotopy classes of self-

homotopy equivalences which are actual lifts of p : X —► Bn. The forgetful

map

auU(X)Bn -yauU(X)n

is surjective and the kernel is a quotient of [X, n] and therefore it is finite.

This can be easily seen by a Barratt-Puppe sequence type argument.  On the

other hand

a\iU(X)B7t = auU(X)En.

This completes the proof of the proposition.

Corollary 13. The group aut(X) is commensurable to an arithmetic group.

Remark. Because of Proposition 12 we will neglect base point considerations

in the sequel.

Theorem 14. The group of tangential self homotopy equivalences autt(X) is com-

mensurable to an arithmetic group.

Proof. Let t c [X, BSO] be the homotopy class of the classifying map of the

tangent bundle. The group autr(X) is the isotropy group of / under the action

of aut(X) on [X, BSO] by composition. By rationalizing we have the action

of aut(,#),r on HA*(X ; Q) which is algebraic by Theorem 6. Let

pc[X,BSO0] = H4*(X;Q)

be the Pontryagin class, i.e., the image of t under rationalization. The isotropy

group

K c aut' ^

of p is an algebraic subgroup, and the intersection of K with the image of

aut(X) is an arithmetic subgroup Ac K [Hu]. Now aut,(X) is commensurable

to A as can be easily seen from the fact that

[X, BSO]-* [X, BSOo]

is a finite-to-one map. The latter fact can be easily established by an inductive

argument over the Postnikov tower of BSO. This completes the proof.

3. Homotopy classes of diffeomorphisms

Let M be a smooth closed orientable manifold of dimension > 5 which has

finite fundamental group. Let diff(M) be the subgroup of aut(M) consisting of

the classes which can be represented by orientation preserving diffeomorphisms.

Then diff(M) ç aut,(M). We show the following:
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Proposition 15. The group diff(M) is a subgroup of finite index in aut,(Af).

Corollary 16. The group diïï(M) is commensurable to an arithmetic group.

Proof of Proposition 15. We consider the surgery exact sequence

...Ln+X(n) - S?(M) - F{M) - Ln(n)

as in [W]. In fact we consider the homotopy rather than the simple hmotopy

version of it.

The structure set S?(M) consists of equivalence classes of pairs (N, f)

where N is an oriented smooth manifold and / : N —» M is an orientation

preserving homotopy equivalence. Two pairs (N, f) and (N', f) are equiva-

lent if there is a diffeomorphism a : N —> N' such that / is homotopic to fa .

We identify the elements of !T(M) with equivalence classes of pairs (v, h),

where v is a vector bundle, and « is a fibre homotopy equivalence between

v and the tangent bundle t . Two pairs (v , h) and (v', h') are equivalent if

there is a vector bundle V over M x I and a fiber homotopy equivalence H

from K to t such that H\Mxo = h and H\Mx\ =h'. The identity element is

(t,id).
We consider the action of aut(M) on 5^(M) and ET(M) by composition

of maps and pulling back bundles. Let autr(M) be the isotropy group of the

identity element of ¡T(M) under the action of aut(Af). Similarly antt(M)

can be considered as the isotropy group of the tangent bundle [t] c [M, BO]

under the action of aut(M). The forgetful map

F:3r(M)-*[M,B0]

is equivariant with respect to this action and hence

autx(M) ç aut,(M).

We recall that we can naturally identify

3r(M) = [M, G/O}.

Since the fiber [M, G] of the forgetful map [M, G/O] -> [M, BO] is finite
the two groups autT(Af) and aut,(M) are commensurable. Therefore, in order

to prove the proposition it suffices to show that diff(M) is a subgroup of finite

index of autr(M).

We consider the action of autT(M) on the structure set S?(M). The isotropy

group of the element [id] = [M, id] c &\M) is diff(M), and its orbit cf under

the action of a\\tx(M) is isomorphic to the quotient

cf = autr(M)/diff(M).

We will show that this orbit is a finite set.

First we observe that this orbit is a subset of the kernel of the map S?(M) -»

[M, G/O]. Let [/] be an element of the orbit, where / : M —y M is a self-

homotopy equivalence with the required properties. Then [/] is in the orbit

cf' of [id] under the action of Ln+X(n) as well. That is

[/] = /[id],

where / is the obstruction to a homotopy equivalence of a cobordism F : W —>

M x I such that

dW = Ml) (-M)
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and F coincides with id and / on the two ends.

If n + 1 is odd then Ln+X(n) is finite and we are done.

If n + 1 = 2k then we argue as follows. We consider the multisignature

X : L2k(n) ^ R(n)

as in [W], p. 167 or [P]. This map has finite kernel. It follows easily from the

definitions that the image xU) is equal to the 7¡:-signature o(ÍV) cR(n) of the

universal cover W of W in the sense of Atiyah and Singer [AS].

Now consider the universal cover M of M which is an odd dimensional

closed manifold with a free ^-action. Since the odd dimensional oriented

cobordism groups of smooth free ^-manifolds are torsion [CF] for finite n,

a finite multiple sM of M bounds a 7t-manifold Q. We take the same mul-

tiple of the universal cover W of W and attach Q on both ends. Let V be

the resulting closed manifold. Then

cj(V) = o(Q) + a(sW) + a(-Q) = so(W).

By the equivariant Atiyah-Singer index theorem [AS] (6.2) the ^-signature of

a free closed 7r-manifold is a multiple of the regular representation, i.e., it

vanishes on elements g / 1 of n if considered as a character of the group n .

Thus x(l) is a multiple of the regular representation and therefore up to finite

torsion

I c Ln+X(\) c Ln+X(n).

On the other hand the subgroup L„+i(l) of Ln+X(n) acts on S?(y%) with finite

orbit. This can be seen from the diagram:

[S"+x,G/0]   —;     L„+1(l)

[SM,G/0]    -^    Ln+X(n) ,

and the fact that the upper horizontal map is a rational isomorphism by the

classification of homotopy spheres. This implies that the subgroup

d([SM,G/0])nLn+x(l)CLn+x(n)

has finite index in Ln+X(\). Since by exactness 6([SM, G/O]) n Ln+X(l) op-

erates trivially on S?(M), L„+i(l) operates with finite orbit. This completes

the proof of the proposition.

Proof of Theorem 4. The arithmeticity of the group autf(M) of simple self-

homotopy equivalences which preserve the tangent bundle follows from the

sequence of inclusions

diff(M) C ant\(M) Ç antt(M)

and Proposition 15.
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